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CONCEPCIÓ ROIG MATEU

Learning objectives

Studying the global operation and the levels of the memory hierarchie in the computer.
Learning the organization of the information in the memory system in order to have efficiency in the acces.
Learning the pipeline mechanism to execute instructions inside the processor and evaluate its performance.
Understanding the steps involved in complex operations solved in the arithmetic unit.
Analyzing different solutions in terms of efficiency and cost. Being able to find which design solutions
provide the best tradeoff between cost and performance.

Competences

Degree-specific competences

GII-FB5: Knowledge of the structure, organization, workings and inter-connexion of computer systems, the
basis of their programming, and their applications in the resolution of engineering problems.

 

GII-CRI9: Ability to know, understand and evaluate computer structures and architecture, as well as the
basic components which constitute them.

 

Degree-transversal competences 

EPS5: Ability for abstraction and critical, logical and logical reasoning.

 

Subject contents

1. Memory hierarchie

 

1.1. Introduction

            General concepts

            Principle of locality

1.2. Cache memory

            Cache memory configurations

            Mapping and identification of blocs

            Bloc replacing algorithms

            Writting policies

            Data consistency

            Cache performance

1.3. Main memory

            Organization for improving performace
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            Alternative technologies

1.4. Virtual memory

            Elements of virtual memory

            Page table

            TLB (Transaction Look-aside Buffer).

 

2. Pipeline processing

2.1. Basic concepts

2.2. Hazard management

Estructural hazards

Data hazards

Control hazards

2.3. Influency of instruciton set

2.4. Superescalar execution

 

3. Arithmetic processing

3.1. Adder circuits.

            Half-adder, full-adder, parallel adder.

            Carry-look-ahead.

            adder/substractor circuit.

3.2. Binary multiplication algorithms.

3.3. Binary division algorithms

3.4. Floating point arithmetic

            Floating point format

            Approximate representation: rank and precision

            Add and substract operations

            Multiplication and division operations

 

 

 

Evaluation

N_P1: mark first partial exam
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N_P2: mark second partial exam

N_Pr: practices mark

The qualification of the subject is calculated by applying the following expression:

FINAL_MARK = 30% N_P1 + 50% N_p2 + 20% N_Pr

To pass the subject, it is necessary that FINAL_MARK is greater than or equal to 5.

In the case of not passing the subject there is the option of recuperate it through a final exam. In this case, the
mark is calculated as following:

N_rec: retest mark

FINAL_MARK = 80% N_rec + 20% N_Pr
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